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Poincare showed that if the system 
has a weak focus, then limit cycles can be made to appear in its 
neighborhood by varying slightly the right sides [ 11. Frommer [2], Bautin 
[3], Chin et al. [4], and Tung [5] are examples of excellent expositions of 
Poincare’s idea. It is necessary to go from numerical examples to general 
theory. In the first part of this paper, we present a method of constructing 
cycles without contact around a weak focus, which makes clear Poincart’s 
idea used in the above work [2-51. In the second part, another method to 
analyze global phase portraits is used. Quadratic systems with at least four 
limit cycles are produced by means of both the above methods, this 
contradicts the results of Petrovskii and Landis [6]. 
1. ON CYCLES WITHOUT CONTACT 
Consider the system 
i=Ax-y+P(x,y), 
it=x+&~+Q<xv~X (11, 
where 
k=2 
Q = k$2 ‘kb Yh 
X, = i aktxk-iyi, 
i=O 
Y,= 5 bk,xk-‘j+. 
i-0 
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LEMMA 1. If A = 0, then for the system (1) there exists a formal power 
series 
f&y)= g F,, 
p=2 
where 
F, = + (x2 + y’), Fp = i &,xp-‘y’ (P > 2)7 
I=0 
such that 
dF/dt = @F/ax) i + (r?F/ay)i ti 2 - V:,(x’ + y*)‘+ ‘. 
i=l 
Proof. Let 
C @p-i+l,i=Cgpi9-‘Yi 
i=2 
(P > 2). 
The following equations: 
Y(=&) - x(@,/~Y) = @22, 
y(cYF&) - x@F,/@) = Q,, + @z3 + V:(x’ + y*)*, 
. . . . . 
y(aF,la~) - ~(aF,/ay) = i gpixp-bi + VL,2- 1(x’ + Y2)p’2 (2) 
i=O 
. ..I. 
where 
V’ p/24=0, forp=2kf 1, 
= _ C~=,gp,,,(2m - l)!! (p - 2m - l)!! 
Cl=, CT(2m - l)!! (p - 2m - l)!! ’ 
forp = 2k, (3) 
where 
(2k+ 1)!!=(2k+ 1)(2k- 1)(2k-3)... 1, 
(-l)!! = 1 and cr = 
k! 
m! (k - m)! 
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(cf. Saharnikov [7]), can be solved successively for the&, by means of the 
method of undeterminated coefficients. In fact, suppose F,, F, ,..., Fp’,- 1 are 
known; then Eqs. (2) form a linear system for the unknown coefficients& of 
F P’ 
The determinant of coefficients of the unknown fpi is 
0 -1 
P 0 -2 
A(P) = P-l 
0 -3 
-. *. * * *. 
2 *. -P 
1 0 
= ?p!!,2, I 
for p = 2k, 
forp=2k+ 1. 
In fact, expending successively the determinant A(p) by odd rows, we have 
2k, -2 
2k-2, -4 
A(2k)= 1 . 3 . . . (2k- 1) -. ’ . = 0, 
+2, -2k 
0 
2kt1, -2 
2k-1, -4 
A(2k t 1) = 1 . 3 .a. (2k + 1) *. ’ . 
3, * -2k 
1 
= [(2k t 1)!!12. 
If p is odd, A(p) is nonsingular and the fpi are determined. Ifp = 2k, then the 
rank of the matrix A(2k) is 2k. If Vi is chosen as in (3), then both the matrix 
A(2k) and the corresponding augmented matrix have the same rank. 
Therefore, the unknownsf,, are always determined. Q.E.D. 
The constants Vi are called Lyapunov constants. In order to decide the 
stability of a weak focus, it is only necessary to calculate the first non-zero 
Lyapunov constant. In order to investigate limit cycles, however, it is 
necessary to calculate more Lyapunov constants. 
The Lyapunov constants Vj are homogeneous polynomials in the coef- 
ficients of X, and Yk in system (1). The ideal generated by the Vi has a finite 
number of generators by Hilbert’s theorem [8]. Let M(n) be the minimum 
number of generators and let Vi,, V; *,..., yMMcn, be these generators. 
505/41/3-2 
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About the function M(n), Bautin [3] proved M(2) = 3. For the system 
f=h-Y+ c uikXy, 
i+k=3 
3=xfAy+ c b,,x’yk, 
i+k=3 
let M’(3) be the number of independent Lyapunov constants, then the author 
proved M’(3) = 5 [9]. So far all other cases remain open. 
The main result of this paper is that, under certain conditions, there exist 
at least M(n) limit cycles around the origin. 
THEOREM 1. If conditions (I), (II), (III) (listed in the following proof) 
are satisfied for the system ( l)n, then there exist at least M(n) limit cycles 
around the origin. 
ProoJ Using the above algorithm, we may obtain M(n) independent 
constants Vi as well as the functions F). Let 
. . . . . 
where the quotients Fk,(al, bi) are homogeneous polynomials. The 
polynomials Vi, V, ,..., VMtnj as well as V’,, I$, ,..., FM(a) are independent non- 
zero elements. 
Let V,, = -I and 
2up+ 1) 
G2, = c F, (P = I,..., M(n)); 
i=2 
we have 
d&p _ =, i ; aG2pj 
dt (I)* ax aY 
wp+ 1) 
= - v,, lz2 iFi - $2 Vi-~(x’ +Y’?‘+’ 
x 1 + 2 &,eI(X2 + y'p-I'-') 
k=i 
aF2cj,+l) aF2(jg+l) 
- VP@’ +Y~)'~+' + ax P + ay Q 
where, if p = 1, then second sum is regarded as zero. 
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Since the functions 
x2+jL(1 +1*)(x2+y2)+0(x2+Y2) 
G,, = f (x2 + y’) + 0(X* + J”) 
*u +b 
f: iFi = (X2 + y’) + 0(X* + y’) 
f=2 
and 
(x*+Y*)’ [l +ii F,+ ,(x2 + y2)i’-‘i-1 1 
= (x2 +y2)i + o[(x2 +y')'] 
are all positive definitive for sufficiently small x and y, there exists a domain 
$2 where the above functions are all positive and where they are zero only at 
the origin. 
We assume that the circle p = R, is in the domain 0. Let 
min,+ G2p = I,, > 0. 
The algebraic curve G 2. = 1, has a closed cycle as a branch. This closed 
’ - cycle is labeled L,. 
We assume that the following conditions: 
vo, v, 9*--Y V&f(“) have alternate signs, 
o~I~oI~I~,I~~~‘~I~,,,,I~ 
(1) 
(11) 
(III) 
are satisfied, where we take Fk,o(x2 +y*p+’ = kF,. Then on the cycle L, we 
have 
d&p 
dt Cl)1 
. Sgn VP 
+IV,~,~m~,~o(x2+y2)~+1 1 + 
I 
,f &(X2 +J’*p-” 
k=I+l 1 < 0. 
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Consequently, L, is a cycle without contact. 
After obtaining the cycle Li, we can always assume that the circle 
p = Rip, lies inside the cycle Li . Hence, 
Li3Li-,. 
Since i2 +j2 is positive definite in the domain 0, the system (1) has no 
singular point between Li and Li_ 1. By the Poincare-Bendixson theorem, 
there exists at least one limit cycle between every two neighboring cycles 
without contact. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. If system (1) is 
i=Ax-y+P(x,y), 
i=x+Q<x,v>, 
then Theorem 1 also holds because 
2(jD+l) aF W,+ 1) aF. 
lx c - <JAI(x2+y2)+ c x& . 
i=* ax i=3 
Remark 2. If we replace condition (III) by 
o<Iv,IglY,)~...glY,,,,1~1, (III’) 
then Theorem 1 also holds. 
Prooj If 1 VP- i ) < ( VP/, then condition (III) naturally holds. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let d = 2n + 1 or 2n + 2. Given an integer 0 < k < n, there 
exists a polynomialsf(x) = adxd + . . . t a,x such that the equation 
#? = y -f(x), 
Ji=-, 
has k closed orbits (see [ 10, p. 3521). 
Proof. We have, for example, k = n, 
vi = aZk+ L +.fkcaj> (k = l,..., n;j<2k+ 1). 
Since the coeffkients a,, a3 ,..., a,,, I are independent, V; ,..., I’; are 
independent Lyapunov constants. Therefore, by Theorem 1, the assertion is 
proved. 
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EXAMPLE 2. For the system 
i=lx-y-axy2, 
i, = x + ly - ax2y, (4) 
if a ( 0 and 0 < A ( fi - 1, then there is one limit cycle around the origin. 
Proof: Besides the origin, there are singular points of system (4) on the 
circle of radius p = 2(1 + A2)/al > 4/a. If p2 < 8/u, the function 
is a positive definite function. 
Since 
min F=L- UE2 
p==4/a-E U 
==I,, 
the curve F = 1, has a closed cycle as a branch in the circle p2 = 4/u -E. 
This closed cycle is labeled L,. 
Since 
rnin(x2 t y’) = 
-4+l/E=iT 
3 
f U 
we have 
dF/dtIc4, = [4F - (x2 t y')] A - + (x2 t y') 1 
if 0 < 1 < u/4 min(x2 + y’). Hence with t increasing, the paths cross the 
cycle L, inward. 
Since 
d+(x2 t y2)/dtl,,, = A(x' t y') - 2ux2yz, 
the paths cross the circle p = m outward. Hence, there exists at least one 
limit cycle between the cycle L, and he circle p = $/%. 
Letting E -+ 0, we assert that if 0 < Iz < fl- 1, then there exists at least 
one limit cycle in the following annular region: the outer boundary is a 
closed branch of curve x2 t y2 t xy(y2 - x2) = I/u; the inner boundary is 
circle p = m. 
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2. ON H(2) 
Above, the maximum number of independent Lyapunov constants has 
been introduced. If we denote the maximum number of limit cycles of system 
(1) by H(n), then M(n) and H(n) are two mysterous functions in the number 
theory in the plane qualitative theory. So far we known only that 
M(2) = 3, M’(3) = 5, 
H(2) > 4, M(2) = 3, H(n) > M(n). 
For H(2) > 4 see [ 111. I conjecture that 
Wn) 
!!f”, H(n) - = const. > 0. 
For quadratic systems Bautin used a difficult analytical method to prove 
M(2) = 3. We can translate Bautin’s proof into a purely algebraic problem. 
This problem is as follows. 
To define successively the homogeneous polynomials gPi (p > 3; 
i = 0, l,..., p), let 
g3, = 43 9 g31=3&+&, g,, = 2A, + & + &j, g33 = -a,. 
Then, the system of the linear equations 
tPmi+ l)S,,i-l-ti+ l)&,i+l=gp,i+ cj$v~2 (P>3) 
are successively solved. Here the symbols Ci’ = 0 if k or i/2 isn’t an integer, 
otherwise are the binomial coefftcients. Further, 
gpi=(l+ 1)a2fp-l,*+l + I-(P - 1) A3 + iPa3 + n4)l.fp-l,i 
+ [(P - 1W2 + &> - (i + lW2 + n5)lfp-l,i-l 
- (P - i + I) n6fp- l,i-2 (p = 4, 5 ,...; i = 0, I,..., n), 
wherefP,i=Oifi<Oori>n,and 
q/* = 0 forp=2k+ 1, 
= _ C~,ogp,2,(2m - l)!! (n - 2m - I)!! 
EL0 CX2m - l)!! (n-2m- l)!! ’ 
for p = 2k. 
Then, the totality of the homogenious polynomials Vr, is an ideal in a ring 
of the polynomials in the variables li (i = 2,..., 6). Furthermore, this ideal 
has three generators. 
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Although Bautin has proved that this ideal has three generators, his proof 
is not a purely algebraic proof. Hence, it is significant hat a purely algebraic 
proof has been given. I think such a proof could be used to prove several 
other case. 
Bautin’s form of quadratic system is 
1=&x-y-&x2+(2A2+AJxy+&y2, 
)j=x+J,y+& x2 + (21, + A,) xy - 1,y2, 
which is not convenient o analyze global phase portraits. We take another 
form of quadratic system, i.e., 
zi=Ax-y+lx2+mxy+ny2, 
9 = x + ux2 + bxy. 
Lemma 2 corresponds to Bautin’s conclusion. Lemma 3 gives the new 
conditions of existence of limit cycles which casts off “sufficiently small” 
conditions. Lemmas 2 and 3 yields Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 2. For the system 
j=x+ax2+ 31+5n+ ( 6(1+ n) + E ) XY9 a 
there exist three limit cycles around the origin, if the conditions 
a(2a2 + 2n2 + ln)[a(51+ 6n) - 3(1+ 2n)(l+ n)‘] # 0, 
&(2a2 + 2n2 + In) > 0, d& < 0, &A < 0, 
0 < IL] < l&l 4 1614 1 
are satisfied. 
ProofI Using the above algorithm in this paper, we obtain 
P-0 = --A, v, = E, V2 = [a2(51 + 6n) - 3(1+ 2n)(l+ n)‘] 6, 
V, = a(2a2 + 2n2 + ln)[-a2(51 + 6n) + 3(1+ 2n)(l+ n)‘]. 
(5) 
Since the conditions of Theorem 1 are all satisfied, Lemma 3 is proved. 
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LEMMA 3. For the system 
i=lx-y+lx2+mxy+ny2, 
y = x + ax* + bxy, (6) 
there is at least one limit cycle around the singular point A(0, l/n), if the 
conditions 
an#O, L2b2 + U(ab - mb + 2an) + (a + m)* - 41(n + b) < 0, (7) 
(An + m)* + 4n(b + n) < 0, IAl < 2, (8) 
[9an - m(b - l)]’ - 4[(b - 1)’ + 3am][m* + 3n(b - 1)] > 0, 
lb* - mab + na2 < 0, 
and 
a(;l +m/n)> 0, 
are satisfied. 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
ProojI Conditions (7) and (8) yield that there are only two finite foci: 
O(O,O) and A(0, l/n). Condition (9) implies that there is a unique singular 
point P at infinity. One show that point P is a saddle point by taking into 
consideration the sum of the indicies of all singular points. 
Without loss of generality we could assume n > 0 and a > 0. Thus, 
condition (8) implies b + n < 0 and b < 0. The condition (11) implies 
(A + m/n) > 0. Hence, the focus A(0, l/n) is unstable. 
Condition (7) implies that the straight line K: 1 + ax + by = 0 is without 
contact. 
Condition (10) implies that the relative position between point P and 
isocline K, as shown in Fig. 1. 
FIGURE 1 
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Hence, the global phase portrait is shown in Fig. 1. By the Poincar&Ben- 
dixson theorem we assert that there is at least one limit cycle around the 
point A (0, l/n). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. If Lemma 2 holds, and if the following conditions 
3a2 - I(1 + 2n) < 0, 
25a* + 12n(l+ 2n) < 0, 
431 t 51)’ - 5a2(31 + 5n) t na2 < 0, 
a’(51 t 8n) - [(21 t 5n)’ t 15a2] [25a* t 3n(21+ 5n)] > 0, 
hold, then there exist at least four limit cycles for system (5). 
Proof: Let 
m = 5a t 6, b=3/+5n+ 6(1+n)+e. 
a 
(12) 
Since E, 6, A can be choosen sufficiently small and conditions (12) hold, 
the conditions of Lemma 3 are satisfied. Hence, there is at least one limit 
cycle around the point A(0, l/n). But Lemma 2 implies that there are three 
limit cycles around the origin. Q.E.D. 
The conditions of Theorem 2 are realizable, as shown in my previous 
work [ll]. 
Remark. System (5) contains six parameters. After being transformed by 
the non-singular atline transformation: 
x’=a,,xta,,yta,,, 
y’=a21x+a22~ta23, 
where 
The system contains 12 parameters. Hence, Theorem 2 shows that there is a 
manifold of dimension 12 in the space of parameters so that the 
corresponding quadratic systems have at least four limit cycles. 
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